PT Siemens Indonesia donates training equipments to Politeknik Krakatau in Cilegon

Politeknik Krakatau receives training equipments from PT Siemens Indonesia to provide students and teachers with hands-on training in the fields of electrical and mechanical. “We are optimistic that the training equipments from PT Siemens Indonesia will help us to optimize our learning program and thus produce high quality workers in Indonesia,” stated Anton Tinambunan, Director of Politeknik Krakatau during the handover ceremony.

Siemens donated over 200 items to equip the school's Electricity Laboratory and Workshop. The Electricity Laboratory consists of Panel installation; Power system; Electricity measurement; and Instrumentation sections. The Workshop consists of Bench Working; Working machines; and Gas / Electrical Welding sections.

Politeknik Krakatau was built in 1997 as a joint effort between PT Krakatau Steel and the Bandung Technology Institute (ITB) with the aim to provide highly qualified workers in Indonesia. The school which is located in Cilegon, offers a 3-year education program (diploma degree) in study fields such as Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Electronics Engineering and Hospitality.

“We see ourselves as a good corporate citizen, and a member of society in 190 countries in which we do business. In Indonesia, we focus our charitable activities in education. Since we strongly believe that education is the key to improve people’s lives over a long term and hands-on training equipments are the vital element for education in these study fields,” stated Josef Winter, President Director and CEO of PT Siemens Indonesia.
“Supporting the local training activities means clear actions. Our factory will strengthen the cooperation with Politeknik Krakatau by placing small parts at their new facilities as well as to facilitate internship and training of their students in our factory,” added Helmut Schmitt, General Manager for the Power Generation Factory of PT Siemens Indonesia.
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